Research trend about counseling based on local wisdom: a bibliometric analysis
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ABSTRACT
As the counseling field continues to develop, there is increasing recognition of the importance of integrating indigenous knowledge and cultural perspectives into therapeutic practice. The rapid emergence of the field of cultural-based counseling in the last few decades raises critical questions, as to what extent cultural counseling is used in the world of the 21st century. This article aims to provide a detailed overview of using a bibliometric approach to study research trends in counseling based on local wisdom. The method used is bibliometric analysis. The VOS viewer device is an analysis tool with the main data source coming from Scopus articles. Research findings show that the growth in the number of scientific publications related to Local Wisdom-Based Counseling in the 2018-2023 period experienced an increase in interest and focus, namely in 2019 and 2022. Based on the affiliation for the keyword Counseling Based on Local Wisdom, 15 affiliates have publications about Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. In the 2018-2023 period, 9 countries have publications on Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. Furthermore, for the concept that dominates around Local Wisdom-Based Counseling, the highest percentage is in the field of social science, namely 31.3%, while in the fields of psychology and counseling and mental health, it only reaches 12.5%, the remainder is in other fields. The findings in mapping local wisdom-based counseling articles with main data from the Scopus journal are still minimal when compared to the diversity of cultures in the world.
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Introduction
Approach counseling based on wisdom locally in several decades Lastly, has become attention in community scientific, esp in the field of mental health and support psychological (Hidayah et al., 2017; Shaleh et al., 2022; Supriyanto et al., 2019). Approach This confesses the importance of considering values culture, tradition, and wisdom locally in an effort give help effective psychology to diverse individuals and societies (Pedersen et al., 1996). In context, this, investigation trend study related to Counseling Local
Wisdom has an important role in helping researcher understand how the field develops and contribute to the practice of more counseling contextual (da Costa et al., 2022; Lestari et al., and; Zamroni et al., 2022).

Counseling is a field of continuous knowledge transformation by demands for well-being and psychological or individual mental health, the world of mental health has experienced significant transformation over several decades. One of the increasing aspects emphasized is integration values and wisdom local in practice counseling (Hays, 2001; Marsella et al., 2014; Pedersen et al., 1996; Sue et al., 2022). Draft this, known as "Counseling Based Local Wisdom," acknowledges the importance of understanding and utilizing wisdom culture and traditions locally to give support more psychologically effective to individuals and the community (Soares et al., 2020).

Approach counseling-based wisdom locally presents something distant paradigm more holistic and integrated in responding to needs originating individuals from diverse backgrounds behind cultural and social. Approach This appears as a Dear response to values deep and complex culture, as well as context social becoming characteristic of typical public local. In an era of increasing globalization globalized and multicultural, the approach stands out as a very important step in the effort to provide service better mental health inclusive and relevant for communities spread throughout the world (Hong, 2013; Leong & Lee, 2006; Okazaki et al., 2011 ).

By referring to relevant literature, we can deepen more carry on urgency from approach counseling based wisdom local in face dynamics of complex diverse cultures around the world. Articles confirm that approach This brings more foundation for the provision of services real mental health inclusive and empowering to use. In situation as explained by (Hong, 2013; Okazaki et al., 2011).

Values Asian culture has a impact significant on dynamics counseling, which shows the necessity to acknowledge and respect values culture in practice counseling. (Leong & Lee, 2006) also strengthens the argument This proposed accommodation model underlines culture importance of integration values culture in the treatment of cross races and cultures. along with a change in globalization and the more complex diversity of culture in modern society, emphasis on aspects of cultural and local more stand out in practice counseling (Sue et al., 2022). This matter reflects an understanding that culture and wisdom have a significant impact on the experience of individuals in the counseling process (Hong & Ham, 2001). Therefore, it is important for practitioner counseling to understand and integrate elements of culture into services performed (FISHER, 2006).

Research trends in the field of Counseling Local Wisdom are important in understanding How to approach This develops and identifies development latest in literature scientific. In terms of this, analysis bibliometrics, which makes use of a tool like VOSviewer and data source from Scopus, is A powerful method. This method possible researchers for in a way systematically explore literature relevant academic, identify trends, as well track collaboration between researchers (Van Eck & Waltman, 2010). In the realm of counseling Alone Already several articles use bibliometrics as a method in their research resulting in a new novelty for the development of the world of counseling (Kaya, 2023; Solehuddin et al., 2023; Zamroni et al., 2022).

Study This uses approach bibliometrics and tools VOSviewer and data source from Scopus to analyze trend study related to Counseling Based Local wisdom. This method is possible We do a systematic observation of literature relevant and identify scientific knowledge and the patterns that emerge in the development of knowledge in the field. Importance study This lies in his abilities to 1) Identify growth amount publication related science with Counseling Based Deep Local Wisdom period time certain. This matter will give a description of the level of interest and focus research in the field This; 2) Analyze collaboration between contributing researchers, institutions, and countries in a study, which can give an outlook on networking Work the same that is developing throughout the world in context counseling based wisdom local; 3) Identify concepts main thing that dominates in literature around Counseling Based Local Wisdom, such as approach cultural, adaptation culture, and impact positive impact on well-being individual and society.

Methods

Study This uses the method of Systematic Literature Review via analysis of bibliometrics with data sources from studies literature. A systematic review was conducted based on the PRISMA Guidelines, including an evidence-based checklist (Moher et al., 2009). It is important to provide a detailed process to ensure the review is repeatable and transparent (Higgins & Green, 2008). Primary data used in the study This was sourced from the Scopus database, then added source from the Google Scholar database. Approach This
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involves a series step methodological important, including design research, the use of credible data sources, techniques for proper data collection, as well in-depth data analysis, everyone objective to investigate and understand development literature scientific in context Counseling Based Local wisdom.

Research Design: Research This base yourself in your studies bibliometrics, a possible approach exploration comprehensive to literature-related science with Counseling Based Local wisdom. Approach This gives a strong image of development research and trends in literature related. These databases were chosen by the author Because they have complete data, is easy to access, and is also one of the databases with the best rating in various field of science. Comparison of data from both databases is intended to increase the accuracy of research and earn a conclusion best at studies systematic this literature review. To produce relevant discussion and conclusions, the author used tool analysis VOSviewer version 1.6.17 & Publish Or Perish as tool data (Moral-Muñoz et al., 2020).

Systematic Search Strategy

Identification
At this stage, this search for data is based on the Scopus source database. Stages beginning from review literature systematic This enter keywords ("Counseling Based Local Wisdom") and "Counseling Based on Local Wisdom". We judge the relevance and quality of selected studies. First, for each of the 12 studies the database contains 12 relevant articles with Counseling Based on Local Wisdom, including 1 paper conference and 11 articles.

Screening
At stage this results identified research, we read title and abstract For determine the relevance study with use three criteria following: 1) Conformity with the topic study. 2) Connectedness with topic study. 3) Implications research found or recommended. In step next, every abstract is checked in a way independent of at least three writers. Differences in opinions small discussed and resolved in meetings where the agreement is achieved.

Eligibility
The stage we assess this relevance and quality from 12 studies This assessed by reading an article in full. Then taken for seen in a way worthy and appraised in a way independent according to criteria independent dimensions quality by at least three authors, originating from (Abdillah, Buchari, et al., 2023; Abdillah, Widianingsih, et al., 2023), with several criteria: Accuracy: goal study stated with clear, and method data collection is explained in a way adequate. Reference support statement important in the paper. Consistency: design study by objective study. Question study study answered or objective study achieved. Completeness: approach study studies explained in a way Enough detailed. Accuracy time: study This was published in a ten-year final.

Included
In the section, this cause election ends 12 articles were obtained related to Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. By criteria our inclusion and exclusion, limited amount remaining studies, though search our extensive for relevant literature, namely findings separately.

Data presentation and analysis
We do analysis descriptive with serve information progress article with review journal, author, and country. Additionally, we group them through analysis network and content based on keywords that are knowledge Counseling Based on Local Wisdom, through bibliometrics analysis. From a total of 12 studies originating from the Scopus Database and Google Scholar Database, all result data search saved in the later *RIS file processed and checked using the VOSviewer program version 1.6.17 for help visualization and identification trend (Novia et al., 2021; Salmi et al., 2017; Van Eck & Waltman, 2010). This program can show and describe bibliometric visual maps with unique data through the identification and analysis of types analysis that can be visualized.

All data used in the study This was taken on September 23, 2023, we did a search online using the keywords Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. The period of its publication is 2018-2023. Through analysis, we got study distribution publications based on year and type, trend time and type publishing, productive countries, and universities, as well as field ongoing research conducted at Leiden University (Kousha & Thelwall, 2018). VOS viewer can also used To evaluate all forms of network data bibliometrics, including connections between publications or journals in matter quotes, collaboration between undergraduates, and relationships in matter emergence together between work scientific.
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Results and Discussion

Amount term smallest used in research studied according to Scopus. After analysis, 7 categories are based on year, country, affiliation, author, type, field study, and funding sponsors (see Figure 1).

Based on the graph above, if calculated by the country for the keyword "Counseling Based on Local Wisdom", since 5 years last, period in 2018-2023 there are 9 countries that have publications about Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. These countries namely Indonesia, Australia, Austria, Germany, Singapore, South Africa, Thailand, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Indonesia is the country with the most published papers discussing Counseling Based on Local Wisdom (9 articles). The rest only has 1 article about Counseling Based on Local Wisdom.

Statement This appears from the results application VOSviewer 1.6.17, about RIS files. Each cluster is divided as follows: the first cluster totals 9 items, the second cluster totals 4 items, and the third cluster totals 3 items, which are color red, green, and blue. Obviously can seen in Figure 6.

Table 1<Clusters of keywords Counseling Based on Local Wisdom>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clusters</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Culture, data, development, Indonesia, local wisdom, participant, questionnaire, study, and value</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Counseling, knowledge, pregnancy, and pregnant women.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Approach, model, and use</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Temporary If calculated based on affiliate for the keyword "Counseling Based on Local Wisdom", there are 15 affiliate publications about Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. Affiliate top are Syah Kuala University, and Muhamadiyah University Palangkaraya, each of which has 2 articles.
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Figure 3 <Ten Affiliate Top in Matter Counseling Based on Local Wisdom>

Of the 10 authors, there are 4 authors with the amount article highest (2 articles), namely Awar FB, Kamil H, Shaleh M, and Tahlil. Temporary writer only 1 article was found that discussed "Counseling Based on Local Wisdom".

Figure 5 <Ten Writer Top in Matter Counseling Based on Local Wisdom>

Keywords are considered as "descriptor content at the level macroscopic" and can help clarify the theme study and trends research in Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. Topic in something field can depicted with keywords from publication related. According to type published documents, Figure 5 shows the presentation publication based on the type document. The article is the most numerous. There's a chance for studies This For explored and published, as well as presented at credible conferences. After analysis with a VOS viewer, visualization and mapping were seen regarding Images. 6, 7, and 8, respectively. The resulting results using keywords in group appearance short and abstract from various research in Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. In all, 16 terms were collected.

Analysis data from Scopus (see Figure 9) which is related tightly to Counseling Based on Local Wisdom part big is about social science (31.3%), medicine (25.0%), psychology (12.5%), agriculture (6.3%), earth and planetary sciences (6.3%), environmental sciences (6, 3%), health professions (6.3%) and nursing (6.3%). Counseling Based on Local Wisdom Still little, This gives opportunity big For research Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. These results also confirm the effectiveness of the analysis of bibliometrics to successfully explore and visualize the literature latest available study needs to be done.

Figure 5 <Publication Based on Document According to Published Type>
Figure 8 below This shows novelty from articles analyzed, increasingly concentrated the color so the longer the research takes That done, otherwise, increasingly bright Eat means the more recent the research.
Discussion

Based on analysis of bibliometrics using the VOSviewer tool, since five years last, period 2018-2023 there is Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. these countries namely Indonesia, Australia, Austria, Germany, Singapore, South Africa, Thailand, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Indonesia is the country with the most published articles discussing Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. Findings This confirms that happen enhancement amount of publication science with counseling-based wisdom locally in five years. Findings this at a time describe the more the height interest or trends of researchers on culture local as an internal base to develop a counseling model (Goodyear, 2022; Hwang, 2009; Lee, 1992; Wang, 2015). There is an increased interest or interest in culture local This describes exists motivation For understanding and preserving knowledge of traditional culture increasingly little known and understood by generations young (Daimai, 2023; Khattri, MB, Pandey, 2023; Lopez-Carmen, 2019; Susanto, 2022), apart from That trend this is also descriptive that wisdom local own load significant value in solution problem specifically in counseling (Kazanjian, 2019; Zamroni et al., 2022).

Context Social and cultural is very important For considered and very important in the alleviation of problem counselee (Andi Mappiare, n.d.; Shaleh et al., 2022). Findings this too at once describe relevant knowledge in facing problems like change climate, crisis health, and inequality social, yes awareness that effective solution often comes from understanding to local, because, research about wisdom local can give view important For designing more solutions effective (Ardi, 2023; Fatchurahman, 2021; Shaleh et al., 2022). In 2022 interest or trend study-based wisdom local experience quite an improvement significantly from a year previously, one reason for enhancement is exists argument that study about wisdom local can give a view important for designing more solutions effectively including in the development of counseling models.

Based on the affiliate for the keyword "Counseling Based on Local Wisdom", there are 15 affiliate publications about Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. Affiliate top are Syah Kuala University, and Muhamadiyah University Palangkaraya, each of which has two articles. since five years last, period 2018-2023 there are nine countries have publication about Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. these countries namely Indonesia, Australia, Austria, Germany, Singapore, South Africa, Thailand, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

Findings This identification exists possibility of collaboration between cultures in Indonesia, an Asian country that still owns similar characteristics even at a world level that is very possible own mark similar cultures (Durie, 1990; Gonthier, 2022; Yeh, 2000). Progress in technological information has made studies about wisdom local become more easily accessible and promoted, and very possible for scientists around the world to collaborate in identifying several mutual values relevant between one culture with others (Kaya, 2023; Zamroni et al., 2022). The transformation of social media has also become very contributing part in giving convenience For sharing knowledge and findings with fast via social media, blogs, and other online platforms (Cornetta, G., Mateos, J., Touhafi, 2019). Research trends This reflects the importance of appreciating and understanding the role of wisdom locally in facing global challenges (Tuason, 2012; Vicary, 2001). Studying this also helps in developing more approaches and solutions sustainable, culturally sensitive, impactful, and positive for the public locally throughout the world, especially in the field of counseling.

Furthermore for the draft who dominates around Counseling Based Local Wisdom percentage The highest was in the field of social science, namely 31.3%, while in the field of psychology and counseling as well as new mental health reaching the remaining 12.5% in the field other. Findings describe that studying
science-based local wisdom is still limited. If compared to various cultures in the world (da Costa et al., 2022). Limitations This possible happen Because research that focuses on wisdom locally often necessary time, energy, and resources Power financially sufficient (Fu, 2016; Leach, 2003), society locally that becomes subject to research also frequently needs fair compensation limitations source Power. This can be one obstacle for researcher especially with budget limited research (Frolund, L., Ziethen, 2016).

Besides that limitation in a way range location, in general, unique and interesting cultures are in the area inland, access this also became a consideration for researchers To study local wisdom (Turnbull, D., Krips, H., Dusek, V. et al. Clarity, charity and criticism, 2000). Awareness of will uniqueness and distinctiveness of values culture traditional still very limited by researchers, this caused Because already become something habit so No realized its relevance to aspects and fields (Dianto, 2022; Ferry et al., 2017; Hidayat, 2021; Senin & Sukadari, 2023).

Furthermore policies or regulations few rules limit access to researchers For study culture or wisdom also becomes a very influential part of a limited study about wisdom locally. These results also confirm the effectiveness of the analysis of bibliometrics in identifying Counseling Based on Local Wisdom. Findings This time became base for continued studies about wisdom local which is still very limited and already started trend five years final.

Conclusion
We can conclude that from 2018 until 2023 research counseling is based on local wisdom. Only 12 articles were found published about this topic. 12 documents article, based on type document, has released. Articles and papers conference is type most frequent documents visible research from type or type the document. Findings from research VOS viewer This shows three characterizing group three issue study important moment this is in the field. Based on Scopus and VOSviewer data for counseling based on local wisdom, Lots of possible opportunities discussed counseling based on local wisdom.
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